A47D

CPC

COOPERATIVE PATENT CLASSIFICATION

A

HUMAN NECESSITIES

PERSONAL OR DOMESTIC ARTICLES
A47

FURNITURE; DOMESTIC ARTICLES OR APPLIANCES; COFFEE MILLS; SPICE
MILLS; SUCTION CLEANERS IN GENERAL
(NOTE omitted)

A47D

FURNITURE SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR CHILDREN (school benches or desks
A47B 39/00, A47B 41/00)
WARNING
In this subclass non-limiting references (in the sense of paragraph 39 of the Guide to the IPC) may still be displayed in the
scheme.
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Children's chairs (chairs generally A47C)
. {adjustable}
. . {in height}
. {dismountable}
. {with trays (combinations of chairs and tables
A47B 83/02; children's chairs combined with tables
A47D 3/00)}
. . {adjustable}
. . {movable to inoperative position}
. . {removable}
. Foldable chairs {(foldable rocking-chairs
A47D 13/10)}
. . {of high chair type}
. convertible from a high chair to a low one {, e.g.}
by reversing
. convertible to a push chair
. convertible to a rocking chair
. capable of being suspended from, or attached to,
tables or other articles (vehicle seats for children
B60N 2/26)
. . {attachable to adult's chairs}
. . {attachable to tables}
Children's tables {(school forms A47B 39/00; school
desks or tables A47B 41/00)}
. {surrounding the seat}
. {with pivoting or shifting, optionally tipping-up
children's chairs mounted thereon}
Dressing-tables {or diaper changing supports} for
children (chests of drawers A47B 67/00)
. {attached to the wall}
. {foldable}
Children's beds (beds in general A47C)
. {foldable}
. {dismountable}
. {combined with other nursery furniture, e.g. chests
of drawers}
. with adjustable parts, e.g. for adapting the length to
the growth of the children
. . with side wall that can be lowered
. . with adjustably-mounted mattresses

7/04

. capable of being suspended from, or attached to,
window frames or other articles
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{Small beds for newborns or infants, e.g. bassinets
or} cradles
. {foldable}
. with rocking mechanisms (devices for moving
perambulators to and from B62B 9/22)
. . with disconnectable rockers
Children's furniture convertible into other
kinds of furniture, e.g. children's chairs or
benches convertible into beds; {Constructional
play-furniture}(convertible furniture in general
A47B 85/00)
. {Children's chairs convertible into tables}
. {Convertible children's beds}
. . {Children's beds convertible into children's pens}
. Chairs convertible into children's chairs
Other nursery furniture (auxiliary or portable toilet
seats for children A47K 13/06)
. Baby-carriers; Carry-cots
. . {for carrying children in seated position}
. Apparatus for helping babies to walk; Baby walkers
or strollers (walking aids for the sick A61H 3/04)
. . {Chairs for walking}
. . {Harnesses for helping babies to walk (safety
harnesses for already walking children
A47D 13/086)}
. Children's {play-} pens
. . {foldable}
. . . {with soft walls}
. . . {with rigid walls}
. . {dismountable}
. . {extensible}
. Devices for use in guiding or supporting children,
e.g. safety harness {, feeding cushions (harnesses
for helping babies to walk A47D 13/046; restraining
devices in chairs A47D 15/006; restraining devices
in beds, playpens or cradles A47D 15/008)}
. . {Baby feeding cushions}
. . {Safety harnesses for already walking children}
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. Rocking-chairs (in general A47C 3/02; rocking
horses A63G 15/00); {Indoor} swings (in general
A63G 9/00); {Baby bouncers}
. . {with curved rocking members resting on the
ground}
. . {pivotally mounted in a frame}
. . {resiliently suspended or supported, e.g. baby
bouncers}
Accessories for children's furniture, e.g. safety
belts (holders for {baby bottles or} bottles for
medicinal feeding A61J 9/06; safety belts or
body harnesses, in general A62B 35/00; {infant
exercisers attachable to play-pens, beds or cradles
A63H 33/006}; safety belts or body harnesses in
land vehicles B60R 22/00; harnessing in aircraft
B64D 25/06)
. {Mattresses}
. . {foldable, e.g. baby mats}
. {Restraining devices, e.g. safety belts, contoured
cushions or side bumpers}
. . {in chairs}
. . {in beds, play-pens or cradles}
. Bed-cover holders preventing babies from throwingoff the bed covers
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